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or staying put. Sometimes these knee-jerk reactions end up being accurate, 

at least in hindsight; often, they prove to be irrational or just plain wrong.

In this context, it stands to reason that we’d rather think about each new 

piece of information as an isolated event that we can make sense of right 

now. It’s much harder – and yet important – to accept the chronic state of 

uncertainty that is and always will be inherent to disciplined global 

investing.

This quarter and ongoing, we encourage you to continue focusing on your 

enduring wealth journey. You can expect happier outcomes by tolerating 

the uncertainty of the market’s path when you get out your financial map 

and abide by the solid investment plan your portfolio was built on: 

remaining globally diversified, absorbing risks in pursuit of expected 

rewards, managing costs, and staying true to your goals.

If we can answer any questions about your quarterly performance reports 

or meet with you to guide you more directly through this current section of 

your journey, please let us know. Like you, we’re in this for the long-haul.

Atlas Wealth AdvisorsA Look Back

All eyes have been on Europe for much of 

this last quarter. Pundits threw around 

some pretty compelling hypotheticals 

with regard to the Brexit referendum 

and the chaos that’s created around 

terror attacks, but neither we nor the 

markets know what lies ahead. As we 

saw illustrated this quarter, the markets 

react to each new piece of information 

by leaping upward, dashing downward



Quarterly Market Review

For a full review of market performance over the past

quarter, please download the report.

DOWNLOAD
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1. How did you first discover your love
of exploring?

I've always been adventurous and interested in new

and different things. I'm one of those crazy people

that loves change, and if things stay the same for too

long it drives me insane. That desire for the new has

always translated into traveling for me. I love to go

off and explore and see new places and new things.

Nothing scares me more than standing still in one place. Travel cures that

for me. I feel like I'm exploring every day.

2. What kind of preparation did you do to get ready for
the trek to Everest basecamp?

For years I've read all the books, watched all the documentaries, all the

movies. I was training hard to go in 2015 when the Nepalese earthquake

happened. Just like that the trip was off, so we took off for Machu Picchu

instead that year, which is where I learned that I have trouble sleeping in

incredibly high altitude. Once I got back to sea level, I just had to run as

much as possible and work out really, really hard to make sure I was as

cardiovascularly fit as possible.

Client Profile: Journey to
Everest
In April of 2016, Atlas Wealth client, Annette Whittley

journeyed to Nepal on an Everest Base Camp Trek. The lessons

she learned 18,225 feet above sea level have implications no

matter your altitude.
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Of course, there's a certain amount that you can control and then there’s

the part you can’t. I knew a ton about the mountain, but what I couldn't

prepare for was how my body was going to react. Everyone reacts

differently at altitude. You can do your absolute best, but then when you're

there you really discover how deep you can dig down inside of yourself into

reserves you never knew existed.

3. What was the most important
thing you learned on your trek
to basecamp?

I hadn’t expected to experience exhaustion

like I did. I had some sleep apnea, where I

would wake up in the middle of the night

gasping for breath. It was in those moments

that it hit me, “I am up so high right now that I’m struggling to get oxygen

into my body.” It definitely made me nervous.

Eventually my oxygen saturation rate was 56% and my circulation was

terrible. At 50% they call the rescue helicopter. I wasn’t worrying about it

too much, but unbeknownst to me my guide, Badri, was checking every

hour to make sure I was still breathing. The next morning, he told us about

how he'd been monitoring me. That’s when I realized how essential it is to

have a guide who has your back.

4. Were you surprised by anything on your journey?

When the trek got very hard and I was trying

to take one step at a time, if my guide had

looked at me and said, "You know what

Annette? You're exhausted, your oxygen

levels are really low. The view of the

mountain here is the same as it is from the

top of this peak. Why don't we just take you

back down?" I probably would have said,

"Yeah, you know what? That's fine. I'm exhausted. I can barely put one foot

in front of the other. Let's go." He never once gave me that option. He just

kept checking with me asking, "Are you okay? Do you need water? Do you

need to take a break? How are you feeling? Are you nauseous?" He asked all

the questions to check for illness, but never once gave me the option to stop.



I think about that all the time. Sometimes we make too many excuses for

ourselves and sometimes we make too many excuses for other people.

Maybe if we just believed that they were capable of more than they even

believed they were capable of, they would really be able to do things that

they didn't even realize they could do. His leadership in that moment was

incredible. I didn't even realize it until afterwards.

5. How has your trek to
basecamp changed your day to
day life now?

I’ve really delved into the idea of

acclimatization. If you don't acclimatize

properly on the mountain, there's two

options. You get seriously ill and possibly die

or you have to go back down.

As humans, we can be really dense and ignore our natural instincts. We're

the only species that has the ability to override our instinctual feeling.

Where people go wrong on the ascent is when they don't listen to their

bodies. If you get a headache, if you start to feel dizzy, if you start to feel

nauseous, then you have to go back down and acclimatize before you go up

again.

When you first fly in, you hike lower for the entire day so that you can

acclimatize. From there you hike about 1,000 feet every day. The saying is

“hike high and sleep low.” Every day we would hike a few hundred feet

higher than where we would sleep just to adjust. The teams that attempt to

summit Everest actually live at base camp for about three months. They

ascend three to five times before they go to the peak. They're doing the

same thing. They're climbing up and down to acclimatize their bodies to

that summit.

There was a gentleman with a group a day ahead of mine and he passed

away at the last stop before base camp. My team spent the night up there,

but this man ignored the signs of altitude sickness and argued with his

guide.

I think we have tendencies to resist the process of acclimatization – to rush

to do things without taking the time to adjust to the situation in our daily

lives. In our home or work lives we push forward without allowing



ourselves and those around us the space to acclimatize. When that happens,

we often fail and wonder why.

6. What was it like when you realized your
accomplishment?

More people are injured on the way down from the hike, any hike – even a

fourteener (14,000 foot mountain) in Colorado. More people get into trouble

getting down than they do getting up. After we reached 18,225 feet, I was

just like, "Okay. I want to get back down." I was exhausted and had lost my

voice from how dusty it was. I was so uncomfortable, but I kept forcing

myself to take mental pictures along the way and reminding myself that I’d

wanted to do this my whole life.

When we got all the way back down to Lukla, where we’d flown into, and we

had a glass of wine to celebrate being down to just over 9,000 feet, I relaxed.

Then the whole team felt the accomplishment. We were like, "Oh my god.

We've done it."

At that point, Badri reviewed the whole trek with us. He literally told the

story of our climb starting with, “You arrived at Kathmandu airport and I

picked you up…” He walked through every day and remembered everything.

“That was the night Annette’s oxygen level was low and I was checking

her…” I thought it was so powerful. We all teared up because he’d been so

observant of everything and recognized significant details.

He gave us all a true gift by acknowledging

our accomplishment. When people ask me if I

would ever want to go to the summit, I

answer unequivocally no. The physical stress

and the crudeness of what it does to your

body removes the joy for me.

7. What’s next for you?

We're talking about Patagonia next year. Great hiking and fishing there and

then Kilimanjaro in 2018. As Ira Glass says, “Great stories happen to those

who can tell them.” I hope to have many more stories to tell.



Status Update

Every day, there is someone suffering

from extreme poverty in Honduras. A

mother that has no food for her

children, a family with no safe home or

means to earn sustainable income, a

child in need of education, a village

with no access to clean water.

We can change this. You can change

this.

The first step in helping poverty-

stricken families in Honduras is to

provide them with a safe source of

water. After we have satisfied this

basic human right, we can continue to

alleviate the suffering of the poor by

providing them with housing and other

components that we in the developed

world take for granted.

Click here to help change lives in

Honduras today!

Food for the
Poor
AWA forged an alliance

with Food for the Poor, a

group that provides food,

housing, emergency relief

and more to the poorest of

the poor in 17 Latin

American and Caribbean

countries. Food for the

Poor has raised more than

$11 billion in aid since its

inception in 1982, and less

than 5 percent of its

budget is spent on

administrative costs.

As a team, we decided to

focus our efforts on serving

a community in Honduras,

and our fundraising efforts

will initially help to bring a

water well to our sister

community there. We're

excited to help rally support

and aid in serving the needs

of our adopted community.

Giving Back

https://champions.foodforthepoor.org/fundraise?fcid=520897


Visit our Website
We launched a new website!

We’ll be publishing information there routinely throughout 

each month and know you’ll find valuable information to 

help you and your loved ones skillfully 

navigate your wealth journey.

CHECK IT OUT
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